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May the leaders of great nations fall, 

before the death of another Syrian Child. 

 

SQP’s submission arguing the International Criminal Court’s Power to End the Syrian War. 

Written for the Children of Syria and so that future generations of children may know a world of peace. 

Wednesday August 3rd 2016  

In accordance with Article 25.f, “a person who abandons the effort to commit the crime or otherwise 

prevents the completion of the crime, shall not be liable for punishment under this Statute for the attempt to 

commit that crime, if that person completely and voluntarily gave up the criminal purpose.”  Therefore, those 

individual leaders, who this submission alleges criminally liable for inciting the Syrian war could eliminate 

their liability by immediately, completely and voluntarily giving up their illegal conduct and withdrawing their 

nation state and insurgent forces from Syria; thus allowing the people of Syria and the world, a chance for 

peace. 

Alternatively, the International Criminal Court can wield their unique responsibility “to contribute to the 

prevention of such crimes”, so that an immediate resolution to the endless devastation of the Syrian War, 

can be forced upon the individual leaders who relentlessly progress it. 

In accordance with Article 58, the Prosecutor can issue a warrant of arrest or summon those alleged 

criminally liable, immediately after the initiation of an investigation (iii) to prevent the person from continuing 

with the commission of that crime, and (ii) to ensure that the person does not obstruct or endanger the 

investigation.”  The nation states affected can replace their leaders alleged criminally liable by this 

submission, whilst the criminal investigation against current leaders ensues.  

In accordance with Article 92, in “urgent cases”, in order to prevent any further bloodshed in Syria, the Court 

has the power to request the provisional arrest of the person sought immediately, pending presentation of 

the paperwork for the request for surrender.   In accordance to Article 68, the immediate summons to the 

court of those alleged criminally liable, would be a necessary measure to protect the safety, physical and 

psychological well-being and dignity of the victims; whereby citizens of Syria remain under immediate threat 

of airstrike attacks and ground force insurgent assaults, financed and directed by the coalition forces leaders 

alleged criminally liable.   

May this submission find the International Criminal Court “Mindful that” the war in Syria is one of the most 

devastating civilian slaughters to be inflicted “during this century” where “millions of children, women and 

men have been victims of unimaginable atrocities that deeply shock the conscience of humanity”.   

That this submission finds the court “Determined to put an end to impunity for the perpetrators of these 

crimes” by holding the leaders of this five year conflict accountable because the court “Recognizes that such 

grave crimes threaten the peace, security and well-being of the world” and they “Affirm that the most serious 

crimes of concern to the international community as a whole must not go unpunished”, “Conscious that 

peoples delicate mosaic of common bonds are being shattered” across the world as a result of this conflict. [ 

Rome Statute Preamble ]   

Most importantly, that this submission finds the court willing wage the full extent of its existing power to stop 

the international leaders who drive forward this endless state of violence, devastation, destruction and 

aggression against the Syrian people and their state; in priority to the death of more children. 

This submission asks the court to recognise that whilst international leaders, who utilise violence - as a 

means of power, communication and a means to profit with territory gain, resource control and weapon 

sales - are allowed to retain positions of international governance, power or leadership, then millions of 

innocents will continue to be murdered, starved, sexually, mentally and physically violated, forced from their 

homes to become refugees and with a perpetual state of psychological and physical destruction inhumanely 

inflicted upon them; by those who are economically and geopolitically rewarded for doing so.   
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If the International Criminal Court are not willing to remove these increasingly criminal leaders, regardless of 

their dominating position of global power, then the world will likely evolve to a continuous state of violence 

as their violence is increasingly reflected in civil unrest, terror attacks and racial, religious tension across all 

nations.  It could be said that the current leaders are destroying the entire fabric of global society that has 

gifted us with a recent age of peace and security. 

The fact remains that in the Syrian war, the only legal actors are the Syrian nation state and their allies who 

fight to remove insurgent rebels.  Rebels conducting grave violations of human rights against civilians 

across Syria, who are illegally yet openly financed or supported by a coalition of international nation states. 

If these international nation state leaders who inflict military aggression upon Syrians and Syria, either 

‘voluntarily’ or ‘under an International Criminal Court order’ withdrawal from this conflict and stop financing 

the insurgency, then Syrian’s and Syria may have a chance at peace and recovery.  What is of course most 

devastating is that the civilians who remain at the highest risk of death and devastation, are those most 

vulnerable, in that they are too old, young, sick, poor, traumatised or defiant to leave their homes and 

attempt the journey to safety.   

More importantly, if the International Criminal Court exercises its power to hold the current international 

leaders accountable so that their nation states are forced to replace them with interim new leadership whilst 

they are investigated, then the coalition of nation states would understand that there will be future 

accountability for their acts of aggression which have supported a range of conflicts throughout the Middle 

East since 2001, for their great profit in power, resource and territory control - which according to the Chilot 

report and most other reputable journalism, has often been military aggression advanced on the premise of 

great deceit or false flag provocations.  These wars reward great private profit; with increasing civilian 

‘collateral damage’ suggesting an international coalition regime who accept the human cost of doing 

business as the mass murder, devastation and the forced displacement of millions. [11]  If the International 

Criminal Court will not use its power to prevent this military empire from evolving, then conceivably the entire 

world will evolve to a state of unrestrained conflict.  Syria unresolved can explode the world into a state of 

similar terror. The International Criminal Court are perhaps the only power in the world with the mandate to 

immediately resolve this conflict, if they are willing to end the impunity of the perpetrators of these crimes. 

The world will only know peace if leaders who instigate war are removed from power and held accountable 

for their crimes, allowing each nation to select a replacement leader who will govern with the intention of 

peace.  Leaders who focus on building economies to utilise the technology that allows the resource self-

sufficiency that would reduce the ‘resource procurement’ motivation for these wars; whilst the court has the 

power to eliminate the motivation of profit from these wars by seizing the revenues generated by this conflict 

for reallocation to compensate the victims of the crime, that is the millions of Syrian Refugees. 

The International Criminal Court has the authority to extend criminal accountability directly against the 

individuals responsible for inflicting the destruction of the Syrian War; where in accordance with Article 28, 

government or state official decision-makers are not exempt from criminal liability due to their official 

capacity.   In accordance with article 28(a), a person effectively acting as a military commander, who is the 

highest in the hierarchy of power, shall be criminally responsible for crimes within the jurisdiction of the 

Court, which are committed by forces under his or her effective command and control. 

Therefore please find this basis of information submission requesting investigation of the following leaders: 

 President François Hollande 

 Prime Minister Manuel Valls 

 President Barack Hussein Obama II 

 Hillary Clinton 

 Prime Minister Theresa Mary May 

 Prime Minister Angela Merkel 

 President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan 

 President Benyamin Netanyahou 

 King Salmane ben Abdelaziz Al Saoud 

 Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani 

 Any other leader evidenced to be participating in the commission of the coalition forces crimes. 
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In accordance with 25.3. a person shall be criminally responsible and liable for punishment for a crime if that 

person: (b) Orders, solicits or induces the commission of a crime which occurs or is attempted; (c) For the 

purpose of facilitating the commission of such a crime, aids, abets or otherwise assists in its commission or 

its attempted commission, including providing the means for its commission;  (d) In any other way 

contributes to the commission or attempted commission of such a crime by a group of persons acting with a 

common purpose. Such contribution shall be intentional and shall either: (i) Be made with the aim of 

furthering the criminal activity or criminal purpose of the group, where such activity or purpose involves the 

commission of a crime within the jurisdiction of the Court; or (ii) Be made in the knowledge of the intention of 

the group to commit the crime. 

Importantly, Article 25.3(a) confirms that if any member of the coalition forces, commits such a crime, 

whether as an individual, jointly with another or through another person, regardless of whether that other 

person is criminally responsible; they could be found jointly criminally liable for punishment.  Therefore, the 

proxy arming of insurgent, rebel groups, remains the criminal responsibility of those individual nation state 

leaders who have financed, armed or provided means for their illegal attacks against Syrians and the Syrian 

state. 

In accordance with Article 75, the court may order the finances of those alleged criminally liable to be seized 

and held in trust to make reparations to the victims, including restitution, compensation and rehabilitation.  

This compensation trust is desperately needed by the millions of Syrians who have lost everything to this 

war and have no way to survive or earn the means to live with dignity, unless such compensation is justly 

ordered by the court.  In accordance with Article 109, the states can enforce the financial forfeiture 

measures against the individuals.   

The International Criminal Court therefore also has the power to investigate, immediately freeze and seize 

the financial profits of all the individual company owners, investors, shareholders and directors, who relevant 

to Article 25.3.C.i. “provide means for the commission of” the murder and destruction inflicted against 

civilians by the Syrian War; in the form of selling arms, combat aircrafts, technology or financing the 

insurgents that contributes to the commission of the crime.   

As an example, this may be the Dassault family in France, in the case that they have sold combat jets, 

providing means for, or for the purpose of bombing people to death in the Syrian conflict, which has included 

by civilian, insurgent and nation state forces as casualties, which amounts to mass indiscriminate murder.  

For example, the court has the power to order their profits of Dassault Aviation, to be reallocated for the 

benefit of the Syrian refugees or families whose family members have been murdered from such attacks, 

which these planes were intentionally due to inflict. 

In effect, the court has a considerable power to stop the flow of finance that feeds or benefits from this war. 

In accordance with Article 12, The International Criminal Court can exercise its jurisdiction over a crime 

when the conduct in question occurred in Syria.  As such, although the individuals alleged criminally liable in 

the US are not state signatories to the Rome Statute, their conduct occurred in the Syrian Arab Nation who 

are a signatory, which allows the court jurisdiction over their individual conduct which constitutes the crime.  

Under Article 12, those alleged criminally liable, who are also a national of a direct state signatory to the 

Rome Statute, allow for the dual justification for the courts right to jurisdiction over their crime. 

At any time after the initiation of an investigation, the International Criminal Court’s Pre-Trial Chamber can 

issue a warrant of arrest for the persons alleged criminally liable, to ensure these leaders do not obstruct or 

endanger the investigation or court proceedings.  Where applicable, in accordance with Article 58, this can 

prevent the person from continuing with the commission of that crime or a related crime. This provides the 

International Criminal Court the sole international power to prevent these leaders from continuing the crime 

of the Syrian war and largely stop the ongoing assault of the Syrian civilians by forcing the individual criminal 

accountability of the Chief Commanders unless they voluntarily abandon the conduct of the crime. 

Otherwise the court may issue a summons for the individual alleged criminally liable to appear with or 

without restriction of liberty, if the summons is sufficient to ensure the person’s appearance in court and 

cessation of the conduct of the crime.  State Parties to the Rome Statute are under agreement to take 

immediate steps to arrest the person in question in accordance with Article 59 and transport these leaders to 

transact their extradition in accordance with Article 89.3 / 102.b, or organise their surrender in accordance 

with Article 89 / 90 / 102.a.   
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In accordance with Article 5 - Crimes within the jurisdiction of the Court that are applicable for investigation 

include the most serious crimes of concern to the international community as a whole, for which the Court 

has jurisdiction in accordance with this Statute with respect to Article 6 -The crime of genocide; Article 7 - 

Crimes against humanity;  Article 8 - War crimes;  and the crime of aggression. 

The U.N investigative commission for the U.N. Human Rights Council, Commission Chair Paulo Sergio 
Pinheiro, described Syria as a nation that “has collapsed into the world’s most chaotic and lethal 
battlefield.  Detailing that this war remains deadlocked as violence rips through the social fabric of Syrian 
society… This disintegration, rending a nation destroyed, comes as a result of all warring parties, 
deliberately targeting civilians, who are the primary victims of this vicious conflict.   

This disintegration has largely evolved due to the leaders alleged criminally liable, arming, training or 
financing the rebel forces to kill and devastate civilians in order to aggress the Syrian state indirectly and 
viciously.   New evidence released proves that Hillary Clinton donated money to rebel groups ISIS from the 
company Lafarge, of which she was a director, in order to allow them to operate a Cement company in Syria 
and to purchase oil from ISIS. [13] 

International Nation State Government airstrike bombardments of civilian areas to target rebel groups and 
indiscriminate shelling by anti-government armed groups openly financed armed by international nation 
states, include insurgent groups who torture detainees or inflict unimaginable sexual horrors on women.  
The Syrian government and allies are forced to respond with military force and tactics in attempt to end the 
aggression and uprising against the state as international law allows them to do. 

The Syrian tragedy is now reaching European shores, through the arrival of millions of Refugees and 
retaliatory terror attacks, spiralling the world into terror created by the coalition nation state forces and their 
supply of money, weapons and training bestowed upon belligerents in Syria.  The UN. Investigate 
commission asserted that States supplying arms to insurgents have legal, as well as moral obligations and 
responsibility for crimes which rest with the people who hold the weapons, and those who aid and abet by 
putting the weapons in their hands, be they State or non-State actors, are alleged criminally liable under the 
Rome Statute for the conduct of those operating at their behest. 

In accordance with Article 30, defining their intent to commit the crime and their awareness of the crime, in 

that they meant to engage in the conduct, with the knowledge that a circumstance and consequence of 

harm existing, which will occur within the ordinary course of events; in the conduct of committing military and 

insurgent force to continue the civil conflict in Syria. 

Through Article 30, the Rome Statute establishes that the mental element of ‘intent’ does not require 

malicious commitment to destroy civilians in Syria nor require the intent for a vindictive attack against the 

population but simply and clearly defines that decision-makers need only have knowledge that the outcome 

of airstrikes or arming militants ,will result in the death and devastation of civilians within the ordinary course 

of events of their conduct, in order for these leaders to be alleged criminally liable for these crimes. 

The coalition forces, whether in pursuit of profit, economic advantage, power, energy provision or otherwise, 

diplomatically disguise their agenda for their military presence in Syria with the goal to eliminate the 

insurgent groups by military force, which are groups that in many cases, their coalition has been evidenced 

to finance, train and arm; whilst international media rhetoric evidences their openly promoted intention to 

remove and replace the nation state government, which determines an illegal act of aggression against the 

nation state of Syria.  Therefore, the death of civilians, that they term ‘collateral damage’ with increasing 

wanton disregard for civilian life, occurs within the ordinary course of events of inflicting airstrikes and armed 

militants on the people of Syria, but constitutes of range of crimes including wilful murder, under the Rome 

Statute of the International Criminal Court.   

This allegedly criminally liable conduct of individuals within the political-military-industrial complex of the 

coalition participants, who openly aggress Syrians and Syria, takes place in the context of a manifest or 

emerging pattern of similar conduct directed against the civilian populations, [Element 5] as statements and 

orders are issued to deliberately and ‘manifestly’ progress the military strikes by air and on foot via, 

insurgent groups and military forces that they finance and control. 
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The International Criminal Court can assume jurisdiction at its own discretion, to investigate and prosecute 

in the case that the national judicial systems are unable or are unwilling to genuinely carry out the 

investigation or prosecution; [ Article 17 ].  

Only the International Criminal Court has the mandate to prosecute individuals across all nation states, 

whose conduct criminally advances this war.  No single national judicial system has the power to ‘prevent’ 

the crimes from progressing nor the power to stop the war or take power over peace talks which have failed 

for five years.  Therefore, all other judicial systems are unable to stop the Syrian War by prosecuting these 

crimes against their own leaders where their culture supports and rewards these illegal invasions.  In 

contrast, the International Criminal Court could almost immediately end the greatest violence of the conflict.   

In a war that continues to escalate with civilian death and devastation reaching near 400,000 + murders and 

forcing millions to flee their home with nowhere to go; there is no national judicial system willing or able to 

investigate or prosecute the crimes, with the exception of the International Criminal Court providing the only 

hope for Syrians.  Additionally, to provide some sense of international justice and security for civilians across 

the world who watch helplessly as leaders of violence attain power direct our nations for future generations 

toward unrest, violence and devastating conflicts.  The world desperately need an authority of justice, 

accountability and peace to take decisive action that ends the Syrian war and holds those who have caused 

its terror to criminal accountability.  The world will only know peace when the leaders, masters and profiteers 

of war are removed of their power and benefit. 

An immediate summons of the ‘commanders in chief’s’ responsible for the nations who are currently 

aggressing Syria and the seizure of finances or international transfers by those individuals and nation state 

budgets which are channelling finance and force to aggress Syria - whilst investigating and preparing for a 

pre-trial chamber to study the evidence of alleged criminal activity - may allow the International Criminal 

Court to halt insurgency that is destroying the Syrian people; through conduct including but not limited to, - 

financing and collaborating with proxy militant groups under the command of coalition military forces; - 

illegally deploying ground troops in Syria which appear to be in preparation for a future ground force assault 

directly between nations that the International Criminal Court still has the time to stop and which is otherwise 

capable of transitioning the Syrian civil war into ground zero for World War Three; - openly stating that they 

are working to overthrow the legitimate nation state government of Syria; - committing airstrikes which are 

consistently murdering hundreds of civilians at a time; - knowingly trading oil, wheat, concrete, gold and 

other resources of value, with insurgent groups: in addition to other conduct profiled within this submission. 

The civil conflict, which may have been instigated by those wishing to create a civil war, has allowed the 

grand theft of a nation to be attempted by other nation state forces, which is exterminating the people of 

Syria within the ordinary course of events and which violates almost every law in the Rome Statute.  There 

has surely never been a case worthier, or greater urgency and more essential for the International Criminal 

Court to use the full force of its power to prevent the continuation of the crime. 

The fact is, whilst morally not excusing the killing of the Syrian state, there is only one alliance which is 

committing the conduct of this war legally, which is the Syrian state with their allied forces of Russia and 

Iran, in a legitimate attempt to rid the nation of insurgent rebel groups.   

These insurgent groups have been repeatedly evidenced to secure their finance, weapons and training from 

the coalition nation states, who thinly veil their current ‘boots on the ground’ and airstrikes strategy, with the 

rhetoric of supporting the fight against terrorist groups, which ironically and perversely they financed or 

created in the first place.   

Whilst the international media rhetoric otherwise firmly asserts the coalitions continued intention to remove 

Assad from power, which would then allow the coalition forces to install a government and leader that they 

can control; as such allowing them to conquer and steal yet another middle eastern nation as an 

increasingly rewarding habit, that costs the lives of millions of civilians, lost or destroyed.   

This dangerous pattern of instigating war, will likely continue through countless other nations as the defence 

industry requires continuous war to assure its profits and the industrial complex requires new resources to 

ensure theirs; with a political class willing to advance their agenda with what in increasingly demonstrated to 

be little regard for the loss of human life. 
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The UN investigation would not attribute blame for who used Chemical Weapons in Syria.  The Syrian 

government blamed the coalition forces proxy militants, conversely the coalition forces media alliances 

blamed the Syrian government alliance but in a war where media propaganda is essential to rally the 

willingness of citizens - within the coalition nations, to support their tax budgets being spent on billion dollar 

defence expenditure - it is necessary for the coalition forces to have stories of horror to tell against the 

existing government, in order to make their military investment to seize control of Syria and its resources, 

appear worthwhile and for the benefit of protecting human rights or keeping their citizens safe.  This has 

established a dangerous motivation for opposition forces to inhumanely devastate innocents in order to 

create the rhetoric necessary for illegal military action to gain public support, in order to advance the benefit 

of private business interests and revenues.   

It is less logical that the governments forces who fight with legal legitimacy to protect their nation state and 

people, would break the law to commit war crimes, when they are the only group operating within an 

international legal mandate to fight.  This does not excuse the death they have caused through their military 

action, but they have been forced to defend themselves as any nation would against such insurgencies and 

under the law, the murder they have inflicted is technically legal whilst admittedly morally abhorrent.  

Whereas the murder inflicted against civilians by coalition force airstrikes or via their rebel opposition 

groups, positions the leaders as the illegally operating provocateurs of crime and conflict, who the Rome 

Statute has the authority and responsibility to prevent from progressing. 

The international political-military-industrial complex agenda of invading nations by the methodology of 

financing insurgents to fight the legitimate nation state of Syria or subsequently using local, isolated terror 

attacks to [illegally] justify or inspire nation state military force against the legitimate government of Syria – 

can be forced to withdraw, cease and desist with their aggressive attempt to seize control of Syria.  The 

International Criminal Court has the power to ensure this.   

This submission also supposes that if there were no financial or geo-political benefit for the international 

nations which oppose the nation state of Syria, because of the courts power to secure and seize all profits 

related to any beneficiaries of this war - including resource sales and future contracts or the profits from 

defence company weapons sales for redistribution to Victims including Syrian refugees - then the motive to 

advance future wars of this nature would be greatly diminished.  The military empire must be deterred by 

blocking all possible benefits to their aggression. 

In accordance with Article 6 of the Rome Statute, the 400,000 + people who have been killed in Syria, 

amounts to one of the most devastating genocides ever known to man.  The persecution that civilians have 

suffered at the hands of insurgents financed by the coalition forces and the legal military response of the 

Syrian nation state alliance, who were then forced to fight the rebel groups - has caused serious bodily and 

mental harm to the Syrian civilians who survived with their life.  This submission asks the courts 

investigation, in accordance with Article 6,(d), for the Crime of Genocide, that the leaders of the coalition 

forces, have deliberately inflicted conditions of life upon the Syrian people, which in accordance with 

Element 3 of the Elements of the Crime text, was foreseeably ‘calculated’ to bring about the physical 

destruction of the Syrian population. 

Relevant to Article 6, the ‘intent to destroy’ demonstrated those alleged criminally liable, is defined in 

accordance with Article 30, as the awareness that the physical destruction of the Syrian people would occur 

within the ordinary course of events of their military aggression, which has included financing or arming 

insurgents to steal territory off the legitimate government who act on behalf of the people of Syria; militarily 

entering the nation of Syria with ground troops whilst declaring an international intent to remove Assad from 

government as an act of aggression against the nation state and the Syrian people.  In addition to 

committing military airstrikes that have killed thousands of civilians, destroying the homes and lives of 

millions of civilians, forcing them to flee as refugees, rendering several of the world’s most ancient and 

historically invaluable cities to a pile of rubble, and generally inflicting conditions of life that have brought 

about the physical destruction of millions of people in Syria, either in whole or in part. 

In accordance with Article 7.1, those alleged criminally liable in committing Crimes Against Humanity as 

“part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against any civilian population, with knowledge that the 

attack would (a) ‘Murder’ civilians (d) ‘forcibly transfer of population’; and (e) cause severe deprivation of 

physical liberty in violation of fundamental rules of international law.   
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The act of these international leaders to arm insurgent groups, has also bought about conduct in 

accordance with Article 7.1 of (f) Torture; (g) Rape, sexual slavery, and other forms of sexual violence (h) 

Persecution against specific political, ethnic and religious groups (i) Enforced disappearance of persons; 

and (k) other inhumane acts which intentionally ( in their awareness of this consequence occurring within the 

ordinary course of events ) cause great suffering, or serious injury to body or to mental or physical health of 

the Syrian population.  These are all crimes which the Rome Statute can hold the leaders accountable 

for.Article 7.2 confirms that the (a) “Attack directed against the civilian population” means the course of 

conduct that executes the multiple commissions of such violations against the civilian population, pursuant 

to or in furtherance of a State or organizational policy to commit such attack.   

This submission alleges that the coalition leaders have intentionally inflicted conditions of life upon the 

people of Syria, which has evolved to (b) “Extermination” by causing the deprivation of access to food and 

medicine, that could be foreseeably calculated to bring about the destruction of parts of the population due 

to forcing conflict between their opposition rebels and the Syrian government forces; such as has been 

currently occurring in Aleppo.  That they are liable for (d); the forced displacement of Syrians by arming 

insurgents and aggressing this conflict was without ‘grounds permitted under international law’.    

More generally, this submission alleges the coalition leadership, with the intent to secure control of Syria for 

their own power and benefit, has persecuted (g) the Syrian population with intentional and severe 

deprivation of fundamental rights contrary to international law, in order to attain territory and resource 

control.  Air strikes are by their very nature, the act of wilful killing. Those responsible for ordering the 

airstrikes know that whilst they target a bomb at armed insurgents, the insurgents are almost certainly 

nestled amongst citizens and as such, those responsible for committing the strikes are aware that citizens 

will die in each strikes.  This has been evidenced repeatedly throughout the Syrian conflict. 

The leaders are also aware that they are regularly killing only citizens with these strikes, for which they have 

opened commission investigations and which they publicly like to describe as blunders, errors, mistakes, but 

for which they should be held severely, criminally and legally accountable for. Given that the nature of their 

conflict strategy, is increasingly and flagrantly against international law with a clear intent to deceive the 

stakeholders and diminish limitations of international law which currently prohibits their airstrikes, ground 

force troops and facilitation of insurgents to be present in Syria, all of which inflict devastating, inhumane 

crimes against humanity and are war crimes against the Syrian population. 

The court must be willing to end the impunity of the leaders who are causing the death and displacement of 

millions of Syrians.  With the world in a precarious position of being dragged into a constant state of conflict, 

terror and war, it is necessary for an international body of power to establish a precedent that sets an 

example that international leaders, who are intent on violence as a geo-political strategy, that such 

leadership of terror will not be tolerated and that international relations must be managed peacefully; with 

empire building and aspirations of global dominance forced to an end, whereby future generations can still 

hold hope to enjoy independence, peace, respect and dignity for all people and lands. 

In accordance with Article 8.1, this submission alleges those submitted for investigation are committing ‘War 

Crimes’ in the form of the following acts against persons or property in Syria including (i) Wilful killing; and 

(iii) Wilfully causing great suffering, or serious injury to body or health; (iv) Extensive destruction and 

appropriation of property, not justified by military necessity and carried out unlawfully and wantonly; [against 

Damascus and Aleppo, these are according to UNESCO and history, two of the first cities known to human 

civilisation and the destruction of such constitutes a devastating crime against the history of the human 

civilization]  (i) Intentionally directing attacks against the civilian population as such or against individual 

civilians not taking direct part in hostilities [via airstrikes and insurgents who advance with conduct in gross 

violation of human rights]; (iv) Intentionally launching an attack in the knowledge that such attack will cause 

incidental loss of life or injury to civilians or damage to civilian objects or widespread, long-term and severe 

damage to the natural environment which would be clearly excessive in relation to the concrete and direct 

overall military advantage anticipated. 

This submission, alleges the criminal liability of those accused for forcing the displacement of millions of 

Syrians by financing insurgents who (viii) force the transfer of the population from the occupied territory; 

financing insurgents who (ix) Intentionally direct attacks against buildings dedicated to religion, education, 

art, science or charitable purposes, historic monuments, hospitals and places where the sick and wounded 

are collected, provided they are not military objectives.   
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In the case of the Syrian conflict, the airstrikes are ordered knowing that civilians will be possibly killed in all 

of the strikes executed.  In a combat scenario where civilians and insurgents are in close proximity, the use 

of airstrikes by coalition forces should be found to be immediately illegal and it is morally abhorrent that their 

instigation of conflict has forced the Syrian government to inflict the same damage in attempt to end the war.  

In accordance with violations of Article 8.1, the financing of insurgents who (xi) Kill and wound treacherously 

individuals belonging to the nation or army; and who (xiii) Destroy and seize the enemy’s property unless 

such destruction or seizure be imperatively demanded by the necessities of war; such as stealing and 

selling resource value of Syria such as 8 years of wheat stores, oil and gold to Coalition nations such as 

Turkey who on sold resources to European Nations, including the EU, France and Italy [10]  (xv) Compelling 

the nationals of the hostile party to take part in the operations of war directed against their own country, by 

paying the militants and thus offering rare employment; Their financed insurgents (xvi) Pillaging a town or 

place, even when taken by assault; And possibly, their insurgents have (xvii) Employing poison or poisoned 

weapons; (xviii) Employing asphyxiating, poisonous or other gases, and all analogous liquids, materials or 

devices; in the chemical attacks that the coalition media alliances blamed on Assad and Russia, but for 

which the United Nations would not attribute blame and which the Assad alliance blamed on the Coalition 

leaders rebels.  Such provocation attacks, benefit the aggressors by instigating international propaganda 

against the government of Syria, to attempt to validate an illegal military assault against Syria and Syrians  

The coalition leaders finance insurgents who (xxi) Commit outrages upon personal dignity, in particular 

humiliating and degrading treatment; against Syrian citizens, including (xxii) Committing rape, sexual slavery 

and sexual violence (xxiii) Utilizing the presence of a civilian or other protected person to render certain 

points, areas or military forces immune from military operations; however, in this case, integration of rebels 

in locations such as hospitals, have led to provoking hospitals to be military targets, regardless of 

international law prohibiting this  

In contrast, the responsibility of the nation state Government of Syria and their alliance forces by advancing 

retaliatory conflict, is in an attempt to maintain or re-establish law and order in the State and to defend the 

unity and territorial integrity of the State, by all legitimate means, which is their legal international right. 

Local Terror Attack Provocations. 

It has been increasingly common for single person execution of a local terror attack, to provoke the military 

force of an entire nation state to enter a war.  The US first committed airstrikes in Syria, destroying vast 

amounts of property and contributing to the deaths of 400,000 + civilians, when the militant group that Hillary 

Clinton is evidenced to supply weapons and finance to [13], beheaded several US citizens.  The death of a 

few US citizens has subsequently lead to the deaths of 400,000 + Syrians.  The national member terror 

deaths ranging from one to a hundred persons, are used to launch military assaults by entire nation states in 

devastatingly violent retaliations on other nations that lead to the deaths of hundreds of thousands of people 

French President Francois Hollande announced “we are going to lead a war which will be pitiless" [1] based 

on several armed men shooting Parisian citizens.  Premised on one lone Tunisian man who aggressed a 

crowd with a truck in Nice.  President Hollande declared the next day that he justified the escalation of air 

strikes in the two completely unrelated nations of Syria and Iraq, based on this man’s local, lone-wolf attack 

that had no apparent nation state, terrorist group or religious allegiance.  Yet the 84 deaths in Nice, where 

used to militarily aggress citizens in Syria, where most recently, in a single day of this war, a French airstrike 

massacred up to 120 innocents in the Syrian villages of Tokhar and Hoshariyeh. [2] This represents a day of 

fighting in a war closing on one year of official French military aggression.  Unofficially for the full duration of 

the war - given that the French government have been evidenced to finance insurgents [6] since atleast 

2012, proving long-term involvement in advancing this conflict by financing insurgents.  The coalition leaders 

responsibility for the civilian death count, military terror and the destruction of Syria civilisation and security 

has been executed over a much longer period of time than their more formal military entry into the war, 

conveniently allowed by local terror attacks that cost a few hundred lives. Is this the cost of doing business? 

The Syrian Foreign Ministry reiterated the illegality of the French airstrike and their unauthorised presence of 

military aggression in the nation of Syria, by stating "The government of the Syrian Arab Republic 

condemns, with the strongest terms, the two bloody massacres perpetrated by the French and US 

warplanes and those affiliated to the so-called international coalition which send their missiles and bombs to 

the civilians instead of directing them to the terrorist gangs”.  “Syria also affirms that those who want to 

combat terrorism seriously should coordinate with the Syrian government and army.” 
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Promoted as retaliation for the French Military aggression in Syria, the execution of local terror attacks 

render criminal liability for the coalition forces, in that are effectively bringing about the monumental 

destruction of security through shattering the delicate culture of common bonds in their own nations.   

Whether due to their military aggression in Syria provoking genuine local, lone-wolf terror attacks as angry 

retaliation for the death and destruction which these leaders inflict in foreign nations; or whether the fact that 

single local attacks have the billion dollar benefit by provoking the nation state war machines to militarily 

enter another nation at the great profit of those financially invested in the military or industrial companies;  

These attacks may motivate those who will benefit from military aggression to arrange such attacks.  

Regardless of the cause of these local terror attacks, they can be considered the responsibility of these 

nation state leaders whose commitment to offshore violence either provokes or rewards the attacks.  

Under Article 25.b the coalition state leaders are alleged responsible for inducing the commission of the 
crimes carried out by insurgent, rebel groups both home and abroad.  It has been said, you cannot raise a 
scorpion and not expect it to bite you.  France has emerged as the most prominent backer of Syria's armed 
opposition and has directly funded rebel groups around Aleppo as part of a new push to oust the embattled 
Assad regime.  Money delivered by French government proxies across Turkish border has been used to buy 
weapons and ammunition” [6]  

"We will continue striking those who attack us on our own soil" Francois Hollande stated after the Tunisian 

man’s attack on French citizens watching the fireworks, then declaring “We will further strengthen our 

actions in Iraq and in Syria.”  Not only did the Tunisian man have no relationship with Iraq or Syria, but he 

had no obvious ties to terrorist or religious groups.  However, generally local terror seems to automatically 

justify the furthering of international nation state inflicted terror, instigating a perpetual cycle of conflict.  
Leaders from around the world raced to pledge their allegiance to retaliation, with Merkel committing to the 

“battle against terror” [3], which illogically declares an endless ‘war on war’ and the new British Prime 

Minister Theresa May supposing to “fight against these brutal murderers who are determined to destroy our 

way of life” [3], whilst conveniently omitting the substantial revenues her country enjoys from weapon sales, 

which lead to a more significant level of ‘brutal murder’ by arming insurgents that destroys others way of life.  

“The International Commission of Inquiry on Syria is called on nation states to curb the flow of weapons to 
armed groups, which it blames for fuelling the war which at the time had only killed nearly one quarter of a 
million people in Syria since March 2011” [9]  Since 2013 when the arms trade embargo was lifted, 
European countries have been able to sell arms to the militants.  Arms companies are also state owned, 
furthering the alleged liability of the politicians profiled.  In 2013, Washington publicly declared it would give 
direct military aid to the rebel groups. [8]  The CIA agent Doglous Lax tasked with arming Al Qaeda terrorists 
in Syria "We knew there were no moderates but we armed them anyway. [ 7 ] Hillary is directly financing 
them [13] The UK devised a secret plan to arm and train 100,000 insurgents as early as 2011, which they 
refuse to comment on [12] The UK weapons defence industry is 12 billion pounds and generating revenues 
is a nation state agenda currently destroying Yemen.  Since 2015, Coalition forces have evolved to openly 
install troops on the ground in Syria which is an increasingly illegal act of aggression against the Syrian 
state; and now the front runner to win the US election, declares her first act as President will be to remove 
the Assad government which can only be executed illegally or by creating false attack propaganda and 
provocations against Assad. The UK Prime Minister is investing 205 billion pounds in building Nuclear 
bombs which she has declared openly in Parliament this month, that she would not hesitate to use against 
innocent civilian woman, children and men as a deterrent and as such, effectively willing to use an atomic 
bomb that will kill millions as a form of communication. * Are we in the age of the killer grandmas? 

But this military focus and defence revenues agenda is not isolated.  Most of the international leadership, 

responded after the Paris, Belgium and Nice attacks with a sense and rhetoric for violent retaliation, which 

leads one to feel that perhaps our nations are no longer ours, but that central government politicians are 

financed into power as mechanism of the military industrial complex, who have had the intention to install 

politicians, who lead our world toward the endless state of war, suffering and terror; which is a terror 

beginning to extend permanently into the daily lives of people across the world. 

These attacks on civilians staged by one or two men, are instrumentalised by leaders of entire nations, to 

legitimise ploughing tax payer budgets into financing the war machine - whilst their own citizens remain 

homeless, jobless and in some cases starving or without adequate health care – in what appears to be a 

business-like appetite for wars like Syria, where their military presence is in violation of International Law. 
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And yet, the publicity rhetoric has marketed their ability to skirt international law by winning a sense of public 

support based on the fear of this well marketed, super-branded uncontrollable enemy and provoking the 

national thirst for revenge, born of the pain of directly suffering from or feeling vulnerable to these attacks.   

The fact is that this fear driven propaganda incited by these leaders, some of whom are alleged criminally 

liable in this submission, is not statistically reasonable, considering that members of each nation, other than 

those nations militarily aggressed, are more likely to die from gunshot violence or a car accident than by an 

act of lone-wolf terrorism, however the leaders are willingly inciting the imbalanced fear of terror attacks 

amongst civilian populations, for the benefit of militarily aggressing other nations with public support. 

One could suppose that these attacks conveniently allow the military industrial complex of entire nations to 

enter countries that international law otherwise prohibits it from militarily engaging, in order to instigate a 

conflict that evolves an illegal insurgency that said international countries have openly armed and financed, 

into what - they would argue to be a legal, but remains an illegal war; in order to fight for ultimate control of 

the victim nations resources, territory control and for increasing profits for war beneficiaries. 

Bringing into question the genuine lone-wolf terror act of the Nice truck driver, is Richard Gutjahr, a 

photographer who was pre-positioned to film the Nice truck attack and then pre-positioned in Munich for the 

gun attack as well. His obvious political ties come via his marriage to Einat Wilf, a former Israeli Intelligence 

Officer in Unit 8200 who allegedly ran for the presidency of the World Jewish Congress. Will the 

International Criminal Court investigate this possibility that could prove members of the coalition forces are 

setting up local terror attacks to allow the billion dollar profit and power of war to ensue? 
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Please find this to be Submission One is a series of submissions to follow for SQP’s submission arguing the 

International Criminal Court’s Power to End the Syrian War. 
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